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With the upcoming Indian Lok Sabha elections, the Indian markets are expected to experience 
increased volatility. The key question now is how to navigate and thrive in this unpredictable 
market environment. Rest assured, The Sixth Sense readers can rely on the support and guid-
ance provided by team Qartelz to navigate through the volatile markets.

Despite the current market conditions, NIFTY shows strong momentum towards reaching the 
23000 levels, while BANKNIFTY may reach all-time highs this week if there is a positive daily 
close above 48108. The accuracy of Advanced Wave Theory is clearly demonstrated as both 
indices have followed the predicted patterns from last week. Team Qartelz is committed to 
meeting the high expectations of our readers and providing valuable insights to help them 
navigate through the market uncertainties.

NIFTY continues its upward trend, targeting 23000!!!



First, let us have a look at
the most important support

and resistance level for
NIFTY on Monday

MANAGE YOUR
MONDAY MORNING

TRADE (NIFTY)  
(Complimentary Section for The Sixth Sense Lovers)

People often ask the question 
“how to get clarity on next 
day’s Market movement”. 

We are giving you a solution 
in this section. 



The index has got strong support at 22477 and its high momentum zone is at 22525. Now, we 
can have two possibilities on Monday. 

i) NIFTY opens with bullish momentum and breaks the high momentum zone 

ii) NIFTY opens weak and breaks the support

 (NIFTY Support and Resistance for Monday Source:www.investing.com)

At present, our short term NIFTY perspective is as shown below.



This is the most likely scenario on Monday as the index looks strong and is yet to complete the 
daily cycles. If the index opens with bullish momentum, it should give a positive close above 
22525 in 15 minutes’ time frame. If NIFTY can go above 22525 it can touch the targets 22565 
and 22605 in the very short term. 

(NIFTY Support and Resistance for Monday Source:www.investing.com)

i) What if NIFTY Opens with Bullish Momentum?



ii) What if NIFTY Opens Weak and Breaks the Support

This scenario is less likely compared to scenario 1. Even if the support at 22476 is broken con-
vincingly, the index has to retrace back to 22437 levels and test the support there and must 
resume the uptrend. In such a scenario, fresh long entry in the index should be taken only after 
a positive 15 minutes close above the level 22509.

(NIFTY Support and Resistance for Monday Source:www.investing.com)

As we discussed last week, BANKNIFTY is making strong impulsive moves and is finding sup-
ports at the crucial levels. BANKNIFTY is near short term high momentum zone at 47478. As 
long as 47155 levels are protected, the index might continue uptrend.



NIFTY Weekly Outlook!!

(NIFTY Daily Cycle Extension Target 22810 Source:www.investing.com)

NIFTY daily cycle is expected to extend further given the daily bullish momentum seen in 
charts. Immediate target for NIFTY is at 22588 and further extension of cycle might take the 
index to 22810. 



How to Trade BANKNIFTY on Monday

(BANKNIFTY Analysis for Monday Source:www.investing.com)

BANKNIFTY has to give an hourly close above 47911 in order to continue higher in the lower 
time frame. So, the index might face strong resistance near 47911 on Monday. If the index can 
close above the said level, BANKNIFTY might touch 48112. This level is the high momentum 
zone and hence there can be retracement back to the initial support. Once the resistance at 
48112 is broken, index might start strong uptrend. 



BANKNIFTY Bullish possibility on Monday

(BANKNIFTY Analysis for Monday Source:www.investing.com)



BANKNIFTY Weekly Outlook!! 

(Analysis of Bank Nifty Daily Chart, Source: www.investing.com)

BANKNIFTY has got very crucial resistance at 48108. It is a strong resistance in the daily cycle 
and the index must close above this level to continue the uptrend. After a successful close 
above this level, BANKNIFTY must break 48823 in order to enter high momentum zone. Above 
48823, the index has got initial target at 49537.
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